April 28, 2021

Board Meeting

Public Comments
1. Subject: LIPA Reimagined: Presentation Slides & Recording for March 29th LIPA Board Meeting

To the LIPA Board of Trustees,

As per my public comment during today's LIPA Board meeting on behalf of the Long Island Progressive Coalition, I am attaching a copy of the presentation given at the forum held on February 22nd, 2021 called "LIPA Reimagined: Building the Utility LI Deserve" and a video recording of the event. The forum, put together by signatories of the Reimagine LIPA statement went over the history of the utility, the benefits of public power, and offered concrete proposals for more participatory structures of governance for the utility.

We were joined by some LIPA Board of Trustees, LIPA staff, LI elected officials, solar industry groups, business groups, and grassroots supporters. In total we had 265 registrations with 145 attendees on the call.

The forum was held as a part of our continued efforts to realize a fully publicly owned, controlled, and managed power authority. It comes in response to ongoing revelations about PSEG Long Island's failures in dealing with Tropical Storm Isaias. We continue this call in order to establish new standards for accountability, equity, resilience, and democracy in our energy system.

We request that this statement be distributed as soon as it is received.

Sincerely,

--

Ryan Madden (he/him)
Sustainability Organizer
Long Island Progressive Coalition
Office: 516-541-1006 x13
Cell: 914-924-3970
lipc.org

2. Subject: Enough!

Board LIPA,

I am a rockaway resident and mother of three young children. Stop messing with our lives! We are not going to stop fighting. For our peninsula, our children or our world.

cynthia Hovanec
cynthia.holahan@me.com
170 beach 133 street
belle harbor, New York 11694
3. Subject: No more Williams Pipeline

Board LIPA,

We don’t need a LNG pipeline. We need to focus on renewable energy. Why buoy huge infrastructure around what is supposed to be a temporary transition fuel. It makes no sense. It’s a waste of taxpayer dollars on a fuel source not made for long term use. 

Plus... National Grid’s recent moratorium on new gas hookups violates state regulatory procedures meant to protect ratepayers.

Please don’t think short term. Don’t let this pipeline happen.

Thank you

Tyler Breuer
breuertj@gmail.com
95 Cooper St
Brooklyn, New York 11207

4.

4. Subject: Stop this Pipl

Board LIPA,

This week, National Grid sent out an email blast to their customers taking a play from our activist handbook to “send comments to the DEC” in favor of the Williams Transco pipeline. In so doing they are abusing their monopoly power to panic customers into lobbying for their private profit.

Points you could make in your comment:

National Grid’s recent moratorium on new gas hookups violates state regulatory procedures meant to protect ratepayers.

The utility’s recent emails to those ratepayers about the illegal moratorium, which ask customers to lobby government agencies to support the pipeline, further violate ethical guidelines and are an abuse of its power as a monopoly.
The utility’s recent emails to those ratepayers do not offer any alternatives, like renewable energy, to the customer to alleviate said gas moratorium.

The Public Service Commission (PSC) has a robust system of administrative procedures which protect ratepayers and ensure that they can weigh in and have their interests represented when utilities make changes that might affect them. For example, Public Service Law requires National Grid to consult with the PSC before denying ratepayers gas service. Only the PSC can decide how to address possible gas shortages.

By unilaterally imposing its gas moratorium, National Grid has circumvented these procedures and prevented the PSC from being able to adequately protect ratepayers and regulate the potentially self-serving actions of a monopoly utility.

National Grid’s emails exacerbate this potential harm to its customers. Along with being confusing and manipulative, they pressure captive ratepayers—ratepayers who have no other choice of utility—to act politically against their best interests and on a private corporation’s behalf.

National Grid’s emails also create a harmful climate of fear based around a supposed gas shortage. This is all as the utility continues to ignore expert reports proving that we don’t need this gas and continues to withhold information that we have requested, which they claim substantiates the need for this new pipeline.

The New York DEC has a legal duty to uphold the Clean Water Act and protect our waters, and the ecosystem our waters support.

We demand that the Public Service Commission and the Long Island Power Authority issue a cease and desist or reprimand for this unethical behavior from our public utility. The PSC must put the public before shareholders and protect ratepayers from corporate malfeasance.

We demand the New York Department of Environmental Conservation uphold their legal duty to the Clean Water Act.

Michael Poindexter
mpoindexter@gmail.com
5. Subject: Pipeline

Board LIPA,

Please stop destroying our water.

Nicole Cuellar
nceu398@gmail.com
31-64 32nd street
Queens, New York 11106

6. Subject: Please Reject the Pipeline

Board LIPA,

Dear Williams Pipeline Coalition,

Please think about the environment and ocean life before building a pipeline that will destroy it.

Your monetary gain is selfish and does not give back to the marine communities.

There are several ways you can a hit out fracking but by the water is extremely dangerous to the wildlife and eliminates clean swimming water for the public.

PLEASE DO NOT BUILD THE PIPELINE.
7. Subject: Seeking Information on Electricity Rates for Railroad Customers in NY

Dear LIPA Board of Trustees,

I am reaching out on behalf of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) International Programs Department at the suggestion of our colleagues at the NY DPS.

NARUC International partners with the United States Agency for the International Development (USAID), the Department of State, foreign regulatory agencies, and others to support effective energy sectors around the world that enable economic and societal growth.

We’re currently planning a remote (online) peer-to-peer forum with the Tanzanian Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority (EWURA) on setting electricity tariffs for railroad customers. EWURA is seeking to establish a new tariff class for electric rail customers connected directly to two new transmission lines being constructed alongside the railway routes.

We’ve been conducting outreach to identify volunteer experts to share expertise on this issue. However, as this is a bit of a unique (and specific) topic, we’re still working out which authorities in the U.S. would have the appropriate experience.

Does NYPA have a special electricity rate for railroad customers? If so, at what level is this regulated?

I’d very much appreciate any information or contacts you could provide.

Thank you in advance, and best regards,
8. Subject: NOTICE OF CLAIM & INSPECTION / NYCM a/s/o Daniel J. Petersen / Location of Loss:

THIS E-MAIL IS BEING SENT ON BEHALF OF NICHOLAS K. NEONAKIS

NOTICE OF CLAIM & INSPECTION

Re: New York Central Mutual Fire Insurance Company a/s/o Daniel J. Petersen & Kristin E. Petersen
   Location of Loss: 28 Briarwood Lane, Plainview, New York 11803
   Date of Loss: 03/31/21
   Our File No.: CM1096

Dear Sir/Madam:

Please be advised that, this firm represents New York Central Mutual Fire Insurance Company, the property insurer for Daniel J. Petersen & Kristin E. Petersen, in connection with any subrogation claims that New York Central Mutual Fire Insurance Company may have against third parties arising from the above referenced loss.

On March 31, 2021 Daniel J. Petersen & Kristin E. Petersen sustained significant property damage losses (losses exceed $50,000.00) as a result of a fire. Furthermore, our preliminary investigation indicates that the fire originated as a result of a faulty electrical transformer, neutral lines and/or electrical cables installed, maintained and/or repaired by the Long Island Power Authority.

I take this opportunity to place you on notice of your potential liability in this matter.

Please be advised that New York Central Mutual Fire Insurance Company may pursue a subrogation claim against you in connection with the aforesaid loss.
Please forward a copy of this correspondence to your insurance carrier immediately, and provide this office with the name of your insurance carrier, claim number, and the contact information for any assigned adjuster.

FAILURE TO PROMPTLY NOTIFY YOUR INSURANCE CARRIER OF A POTENTIAL CLAIM MAY JEOPARDIZE YOUR COVERAGE UNDER YOUR POLICY.

In the event that you are represented by an attorney in connection with any matter arising from the incident from which this loss arose, please forward a copy of this correspondence to your attorney and have your attorney contact this office directly.

Please be advised that any property and/or evidence that is any way associated with this fire or connected in any way with this loss or any documents, communications, photographs, videos or reports prepared in connection therewith should be preserved for an appropriate inspection by New York Central Mutual Fire Insurance Company or other parties. Please notify this office sufficiently in advance of performing any changes or repairs to any property and/or evidence that is in any way associated or connected with this loss. Destruction of evidence or any changes thereto that may materially alter any evidence may result in spoliation sanctions.

Finally, please be advised that a joint inspection of the premises located at 28 Briarwood Lane, Plainview, New York 11803 is scheduled for April 21, 2021 at 10 AM. You and/or a representative of your company are invited to attend and participate. Additionally, if there is someone you believe should be invited to this inspection, please forward a copy of this letter to that individual and/or entity.

Upon completion of said inspection, the premises will be released for demolition, replacement and/or repair.

Please advise us if you would like to attend the aforesaid joint inspection. If you choose to not attend the examination, we will consider you to have waived the opportunity to examine the premises. We can also be reached via email at nneonakis@maaalaw.com or asifounios@maaalaw.com.

Thank you for your anticipated prompt attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,
Samantha Loria

9: Public Power for LIPA
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long Island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.
The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Adriana Volpe
adpv0019@icloud.com
109, Lynbrook Ave
Point Lookout, New York 11569

10. Subject: Letter from Sierra Club Long Island Group
To: Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees
Date: Friday, March 19, 2021

When the Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it seemed to be the right move. PSEG promised to be more transparent, more communicative and more resilient. For a while, things went well. But in the last year or more, PSEG LI has not lived up to the promises it made. We are glad that the LIPA Board is considering Municipalization: it is time for such a major change.

We see several benefits of Municipalization:

1. According to Newsday, other places in the US have municipalized their utilities, resulting in:
   a. Expanded solar power and other renewables
   b. More efficiency programs
   c. Vastly improved grid reliability
   d. Keeping rates below their state’s average

2. It would save tens of millions of dollars per year – money that could be spent on resiliency, grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or paying down debt.

3. It would give Long Islanders a say in their utility, for a more democratic grid.

4. It would bring state oversight that would mandate LIPA to focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency.

5. Under state review and regulation, funding that is currently not available for many worthwhile programs may become available.

Different models for this are available, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but the new organization must accept input from all stakeholders, including local environmental groups, and front line communities including low income communities and communities of color.

In light of these benefits, and past reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move to a more responsive, accountable and lower-cost public entity.
Thank you,
Gail Payne, Energy Chair
on behalf of the Sierra Club Long Island Group Executive Committee

11. Subject:

To the LIPA Board of Trustees,

This is Ryan Madden, Sustainability Organizer with the Long Island Progressive Coalition (LIPC). As I am sure you are aware at this point, yesterday fourteen state lawmakers from Long Island, in a letter to Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo, called for LIPA to terminate its contract with PSEG-LI, and to instead transition LIPA to a fully public power authority. Newsday reported on this and a copy of the letter is attached below.

LIPC, along with other signatories of the Reimagine LIPA statement helped solicit the signatures for this letter, demonstrating the growing chorus of support in the continued efforts to realize a fully publicly owned, controlled, and managed power authority for our region. We hope that this grassroots and legislative support is instructive in your deliberations in the coming months.

Sincerely,

--
Ryan Madden (he/him)
Sustainability Organizer
Long Island Progressive Coalition
Office: 516-541-1006 x13
Cell: 914-924-3970
lipc.org

Copy of the letter copy/pasted:
April 15, 2021
The Honorable Andrew M. Cuomo
Governor of New York State
Executive Chamber
The Capitol
Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo,
We write now to urge that LIPA terminate its contract with PSEG LI as soon as possible and become a true public power company. The people of Long Island have experienced the poor service and very high rates under the commercial Long Island Lighting Company. They have also been disappointed by the performance of a hybrid model where a public body, LIPA used a commercial investor owned utility to manage and run the utility. While some improvements were made possible under this arrangement, poor service, a lack of reliability in inclement weather and a disdain for the concerns of the public have proven intolerable.

Across the country, publicly owned utilities have proven more affordable and reliable for customers. Publicly owned and managed electric suppliers are more responsive to customer needs, yielding higher customer satisfaction. Their outage times are generally shorter, safeguard households' food and medicine and provide the necessary infrastructure that increases the productivity of business.

The Honorable Andrew M. Cuomo
April 15, 2021
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After a past riddled with mismanagement and failure now is the time to allow LIPA to meet the goals it was created to achieve.

Sincerely,
Steve Englebright
Member of Assembly
Anthony H. Palumbo, Senator
Fred W. Thiele, Jr., Member of Assembly
Charles D. Lavine, Member of Assembly
Doug Smith, Member of Assembly
Michael Montesano, Member of Assembly
Phil Ramos, Member of Assembly
Gina Sillitti, Member of Assembly
Steve Stern, Member of Assembly
Taylor Darling, Member of Assembly
Kimberly Jean-Pierre, Member of Assembly
Judy Griffin, Member of Assembly
Michaelle C. Solages, Member of Assembly

Stacey Pheffer Amato, Member of Assembly
12. Subject: Partnership Inquiry

To the board of trustee, hope all is well to all members during these trying times,

I am writing to you in hopes of entering a partnership with LIPA with no upfront cost to you we will purchase land, commercial or industrial properties and converting them from solar Garden to solar farm across Nassau and Suffolk county, we have already proposed this idea to NYSERDA and on phone conference Monday we have received the embrace of our idea to works towards the zero-emission goal of renewable energy. In turns, we will resell the energy to you via a storage unit connecting to your grid. Also with the acquisition of these properties, we will install an EV charging station for public and commercial vehicles Hubs.

With that said we would like an LOI or email expressing your interest in this solution that we can speed up the process in the time frame, the federal government is giving to go green in many sectors.

Thanks in advance,
Ilijha-Esrael B. -CEO
Arie Group
929.318.6373

13. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board ,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.
Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Nancy Schulman
nschulm@gmail.com
65 West Broadway, Apt 11b
Long Beach, New York 11561

14. Subject: Public Power for LIPA
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees
The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient. Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average. Municipalization would save $70 Million a year - that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt. Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well. Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid. Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups. In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise. The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Allison Blanchette
allieblanchette@gmail.com
323 E Chester
Long Beach, New York 11561
15. Subject: Public Power for LIPA
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long Island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.
In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Beth Finger  
humuspartnership@gmail.com  
10 Premier Ct  
Nesconset, New York 11767

Subject: Public Power for LIPA

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight
would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Julia-Anne Merker
jmerker@optonline.net
62 Southard Avenue
Rockville Centre, New York 11570

17. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

I am very excited by the possibility that Long Island might adopt a public power structure to deliver electricity to people in Nassau and Suffolk Counties. Disappointed by the consistent failures of PSEG LI to deliver reliable electricity at a reasonable price, to move wholeheartedly into renewable generation, and to be transparent in its dealings with residents, those seeking municipalization make an excellent case.
Municipalization would save $70 Million a year - that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Sincerely,
Sara S. Gronim

Sara Gronim
sgronim@erols.com
35 Prospect Park W Apt 13C
Brooklyn, New York 11215

18. Subject: Public Power for LIPA
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees
The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Robert Praver
bobpraver@hotmail.com
1459 Avalon Square, 11542
Glen Cove, New York 11542-2848
19. Public Power for LIPA
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long Island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.
In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Steven Rolston
srolston@optonline.net
823 Stanton Ave.
Baldwin, New York 11510

20. **Subject:** Website Inquiry: Board Agenda Comments  
**Name:** Gail Payne

**Address**  
1208 Washington Drive, Centerport

**Affiliation**  
Sierra Club Long Island Group

**Agenda Topic**  
Municipalization of LIPA: Public Public Partnership

**Comment**  
When the Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Super-storm Sandy, it seemed to be the right move. PSEG promised to be more transparent, more communicative and more resilient. For a while, things went well. But in the last year or more, PSEG LI has not lived up to the promises it made. We are glad that the LIPA Board is considering Municipalization: it is time for such a major change.

We see several benefits of Municipalization:

1. According to Newsday, other places in the US have municipalized their utilities, resulting in:
   - Expanded solar power and other renewables
   - More efficiency programs
   - Vastly improved grid reliability
   - Keeping rates below their state’s average

2. It would save tens of millions of dollars per year – money that could be spent on resiliency, grid
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

upgrades, clean energy investments, or paying down debt.

3. It would give Long Islanders a say in their utility, for a more democratic grid.

4. It would bring state oversight that would mandate LIPA to focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency.

5. Under state review and regulation, funding that is currently not available for many worthwhile programs may become available.

Different models for this are available, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but the new organization must accept input from all stakeholders, including local environmental groups, and front line communities including low income communities and communities of color.

In light of these benefits, and past reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move to a more responsive, accountable and lower-cost public entity.

(official letter attached)

Thank you,
Gail Payne, Energy Chair
Sent on behalf of the Sierra Club Long Island Group Executive Committee
Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Joe Tonini
jntonini@gmail.com
103 Skelly Place
Mineola, New York 11501

22. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.
Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Jerry Rivers  
jerry.rivers13@yahoo.com  
8 Gombert place  
Roosevelt, New York 11575  

23. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.
In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Cindy Vitere  
cindyvitere@yahoo.com  
453 East Hudson Street  
Long Beach, New York 11561

24. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year - that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long Island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Christine Jordan
cjordan19@gmail.com
11 Smith St.
Greenlawn, New York 11740
26. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year— that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Sherry Darrow
thistledown3@gmail.com
42 Penataquit Place
Huntington, New York 11743

27. Subject: Public Power for LIPA
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Lisa Kaplan-Miller
lakm33@aol.com
83 Carman Ave
Woodmere, New York 11598
of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long Island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year - that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Enzo Bard
enzobard@hotmail.com
1930 Harte St
North Baldwin, New York 11510

29. Public Power for LIPA
To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.
The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year - that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Catherine McConnell
cathymcconnell@optonline.net
240 Secatogue Lane
West Islip, New York 11795

31. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board ,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees

The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG
Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups.

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Kelly DeVine  
kdevine4407@gmail.com  
119 Jayne Ave  
Port Jefferson, New York 11777

32. Subject: Public Power for LIPA

of the LIPA Board,

To: Governor Andrew Cuomo and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Board of Trustees
The time has come to make a change. When The Governor and LIPA first brought in PSEG Long Island in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was an idea whose time had come to embrace the promise of a public/private partnership that could grow and provide Long Island with the best of both worlds. For a time it was on track to be. But in the last several years, PSEG LI has fallen flat again and again, and not lived up to the promises made to make LIPA better, more transparent, more communicative and more resilient.

Other places have municipalized and expanded things like solar generation and vastly improved grid reliability, while keeping rates below their state’s average.

Municipalization would save $70 Million a year- that could be spent on resiliency, needed grid upgrades, clean energy investments, or pay down the debt.

Under state review and regulation, it could focus on reliability, accountability, transparency, communication and resiliency, and make those mandatory. State oversight would open us up to funding that is currently not available for many different programs as well.

Municipalization would give Long Islanders a say in their utility for a more democratic grid.

Different models for this are available for the board to choose, from a more traditional board structure to a university-based one, but all with input from all stakeholder groups, from local organizations to environmental advocacy groups

In light of this, and the reluctance of PSEG LI to improve their accountability and operations, it is time to move on from PSEG LI and the public-private partnership that did not live up to its promise.

The time has come for a strong, publicly run LIPA.

Anthony Becker
anthonytvb@gmail.com
311 Bay Drive
Massapequa, New York 11758

33.
April 22, 2021
Long Island Power Authority
333 Earle Ovington Boulevard
Uniondale, NY 11553
Attention: Tom Falcone, CEO & LIPA Board of Trustees

Sent via email

Dear Mr. Falcone & LIPA Board Trustees:
We look forward to the Long Island Power Authority’s forthcoming revised Options Analysis and
As you know, public participation in this important process is absolutely critical. Nothing less than the future of Long Island’s electrical system is at stake. On behalf of the Reimagine LIPA campaign, the below signed organizations respectfully offer the following recommendations to maximize accessibility and engagement in the public hearings:

- At least 3-4 weeks advance notification prior to the hearings;
- Three hearings, one in daytime, two in the evening, lasting until everyone has spoken;
- Spanish translation;
- Accommodations made for the hearing impaired

Please let us know if you have any questions or need more information, and thank you for your consideration.

Please send any response to this inquiry to Ryan Madden at the Long Island Progressive Coalition: rmadden@lipc.org.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lisa Tyson & Ryan Madden
Eric Weltman
Long Island Progressive Coalition
Food & Water Watch
Jonathan Westin
Freya Cruz & Timothy Karcich
New York Communities for Change
Suffolk DSA
Charles Nieves & Austin Lynch
George Povall
Nassau DSA
All Our Energy
Joseph Nahem
Jennifer Rogers-Brown

34.

A LIPA contact form has been submitted!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Of Request</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>toni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Name</td>
<td>daher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>1284 Som Center Rd #132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip</td>
<td>44124-2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>4405617975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:holddah@hotmail.com">holddah@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Member</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>my comment is for an electric company you can use this for extra electricity storage in the form of ammonia there is a company in ontario canada that has a patent to produce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ammonia from air and water and electricity. It's called green NH3. It can replace oil for sea shipping, airlines, trucks, even cars and energy storage or extra electricity storage. The website is greenhh3.com. It was acquired by American company www.eestorcorp.com. This maybe a good plan for your green new deal.

35.
Name
ed
Address
portalatin
Affiliation
Say NO to Coal!!!
Agenda Topic
Lowering Energy Cost
Comment
The duplication that is occurring in the LIPA/PSEG, and prior to that with the LIPA/Nat Grid team, is extremely inefficient. It is a model that pays two separate energy organization thus driving up the cost of electricity and making us less attractive to business. For the better of all involved, LIPA must look at a practical way of eliminating itself from the equation. NY already has a oversee organization, the PSC, set up to oversee all utilities in the state. We need to fined better solutions to our cut the cost energy on this Island. It begins by cutting the double management cost system that penalizes us all.